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Overview

Muons and muonic atoms

Muonic atom spectroscopy

The muX experiment: Stable isotopes

The muX experiment: Radioactive isotopes
Test of transfer reactions with gold and uranium targets
Towards 226Ra and 248Cm measurements
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Teilchenphysik
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Quarks

weak interaction

strong interaction

Electro- 
magnetism
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Muons

Muons are the heavy siblings of the electrons (mμ=207me)
Decay within 2.2 μs into electrons
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Muon decay

Decay mediated through W exchange
Decay into electron and two neutrinos (conservation 
of lepton number)
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Muons in nature

Muons are created in the upper atmosphere 
by impact of cosmic rays on gas molecules

Flux at sea level of about 1 muon/cm2/minute
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The proton accelerator

A. Antognini, Physics of exotic atoms, Proton radius puzzle, ETH 26.04.2013 – p. 12

Muons at PSI

Ring cyclotron at PSI
590 MeV energy with 1.4 MW  
beam power

�8
Most powerful accelerator in the world
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Location of Paul Scherrer Institute
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PSI

CERN
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Location of Paul Scherrer Institute
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PSI Proton Accelerator HIPA
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Cockroft-Walton

Injector cyclotron
590 MeV cyclotron  
2.4 mA, 1.4 MW 
50 MHz

Spallation source SINQ

Proton therapy

Spallation source for 
ultracold neutrons 
nEDM experiment

Muon target stations TgM & TgE 
7 beam lines for particle  
physics and materials science
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Muon Production Target TgE

40 mm polycrystalline graphite
~40 kW power deposition
Temperature 1700 K
Radiatively cooled @ 1 turn/s
Beam loss 12% (+18% from scattering)
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Meson Production 
 Target 

Muon Rate: 
4.6E8 P+/sec 
@ p=29.8 MeV/c 

T.Prokscha et al NIM-A (2008) 

Muon Transport Channel PE4 target, d=40mm 

solenoids 

quadrupoles 

TARGET CONE 
Mean diameter:      450 mm 
Graphite density:    1.8 g/cm3 

Operating Temp.:   1700 K 
Irrad. damage rate:  0.1 dpa/Ah 
Rotation Speed:      1 Turn/s 
Target thickness:    40 mm 
                                 7 g/cm2 

Beam loss:              12  % 
Power deposit.:    20 kW/mA 

M.Seidel, J-PARC, Oct 2015 

protons

Up to 5x108 μ+/s (depending on beam line)
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Exotic Atoms

A system bound by the Coulomb (electromagnetic) interaction that contains subatomic 
particles other than electrons, protons or neutrons. 
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Muonic atoms

Muon as a tool to measure properties of the nucleus

Enhanced sensitivity due to small radius  

E.g.: finite-size effects go as m3 → 107 enhancement!

�14

µ+

e-
µ+

e-
Z μ-

e-

Muonic atom
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A famous muonic atom

Measure the 2s - 2p splitting in μp  
→ determine the proton rms radius rp with 
improved accuracy (10 x better)

Large discrepancy observed compared to 
electron based measurements

�15

The proton radius puzzle

Measure the 2S − 2P splitting in µp
↓

determine the proton rms radius rp
(10× better )

But large discrepancy observed:
• 4σ from H spectroscopy value
• 7σ from e-proton scattering value

A. Antognini, Physics of exotic atoms, Proton radius puzzle, ETH 26.04.2013 – p. 2

The various proton radii

rp  (fm)

µp

H

Sick

Mainz (2011)

JLAB (2011)

Discrepancy of rp(µp):
• 4.3σ from H
• 7σ from e-p scatt.

NYT, 12 July 2010

rp 4% smaller

A. Antognini, Physics of exotic atoms, Proton radius puzzle, ETH 26.04.2013 – p. 20

Proton radius puzzle
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Traditional muonic atom spectroscopy
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Z

µ-

X	ray
O(MeV)

e

e

µ-

X-ray

X-ray

X-ray

Negative muons at rest 
quickly get captured by 
surrounding atoms
Cascade down into 1s 
state emitting characteristic 
X-rays
For heavy muonic atoms:  
X-rays have MeV energies
Comparison to precision 
calculations allows to 
extract charge radius
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Bohr radii and energies

Bohr energies:  

Bohr radii:

Neglecting finite size effects
Energies are ~200 times larger
Radii are ~200 times smaller

�18

En =
mc2
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5 2.1. Formation, cascade and decay of muonic atoms

Figure 2.1: Muon atom level scheme. The black arrows illustrate the cascade of muons in
atomic levels.

The most important features of the muonic atoms can already be seen in the simple Bohr
model (see Sec. 2.2.1). The n = 14 muonic orbit is already below the n=1 electronic level.
This can be proven by rne

= rnµ
in Eq. (2.16) as

n2
µ

n2
e

⇠=
mµ

me

⇠= 206.8 ! nµ
⇠= 1 ·

p
206.8 ⇠= 14 (2.1)

As a result of step 2 of the capture process a distribution of muons over the di↵erent l
values at some high n values occurs (n v 20). In many cases it has been found out that this
distribution is essentially statistical, that means it is proportional to (2l + 1). As a result
of this distribution, the transitions at the edge of the level scheme, which are the transitions
between circular orbits (n, l = n � 1) ! (n � 1, l = n � 2) i.e. 5g-4f, 4f-3d, 3d-2p, 2p-1s,
are the most intense ones, a fact which could be experimentally verified in many cases. The
�n > 1 transitions are less common, with intensities varying between 5% and 20%. The
main di�culty in a cascade calculation lies in the fact that the capture process is not fully
understood. It is dependent on a lot of chemical and solid-state e↵ects and cannot be properly
calculated. Only the X-rays of the lower part of the cascades have been observed until now
(no proper Auger-electron spectra are available) and everything which is deduced about initial
distribution of high n-levels and the capture process is indirectly obtained and therefore open

Muonic atom level scheme

Level scheme as in a hydrogen atom!

Capture happens at around n~14
Radiative transitions start to dominate 
after n~7 for high-Z atoms
Mostly circular transitions, but almost any 
other allowed transition can be seen with 
enough statistics

�19
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Auger transition

Energy released in cascade from higher to 
lower energy level is used to eject bound 
electron
Refilling of electron shells if available

Possible transitions: �  
Favored: �  and �

Δl = 0, ± 1
Δl = 0, − 1 Δn ∼ 1

�20
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Radiative transition

Energy released in cascade from higher to lower 
energy level is in the form of a photon

Possible transitions: �  
Favored: �  and high �

Decay rates are very high for large Z
Finite width of energy levels:
2p levels for lead have 1.4 keV width  
→ measurable!

Δl = ± 1
Δl = − 1 Δn

�21

X-ray

ΔE ∼
ℏ
τ
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Muonic cascade calculation

Population of states from full cascade calculation
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Figure 7: Population of states in % for zinc and (a) for the direct capture of the muon and (b)
for the transfer from muonic hydrogen. The explicit values of the first three levels
are given also in Tab. 1.
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Germanium detectors

Germanium detectors quite old technology, but still the best choice for high resolution 
measurements of X-rays or gammas of a few MeV
Works as a semiconductor diode: charge deposited in depletion layer between P-N 
junction is drifted to contact and read out

�23

Knoll, “Radiation Detection and Measurement”
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Why high resolution?

Possibility to distinguish peaks

Less statistics needed to determine 
energy of peak with precision

�24

Knoll, “Radiation Detection and Measurement”
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Features of a gamma spectrum

Possible interactions of the photon with the 
detector

Photoelectric effect
Compton scattering
Pair production

�25

Knoll, “Radiation Detection and Measurement”
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Photoelectric effect

Photon is absorbed by atom and electron is 
emitted instead

�26
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Compton scattering

Inelastic scattering of photon with 
electron
Energy of outgoing photon:

Compton edge: Maximum energy 
deposition in detector 
�  → 

� , �

cos θ = − 1

Eγ′� ∼
mec2

2
Edep ∼ Eγ −

mec2

2

�27
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Pair production

Photon is converted into electron/positron pair

Minimum energy of photon: 2 x 511 keV

After stopping: Positron annihilates into two 
511 keV photons

�28

Knoll, “Radiation Detection and Measurement”
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medium detector

small detector

Size matters!
Resulting spectrum depends on geometry of the detector

�29

large detector

Knoll, “Radiation Detection and Measurement”
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Features of a gamma spectrum

General features:
Full-energy peak
Compton edge
Single and double escape 
peaks

�30

Knoll, “Radiation Detection and Measurement”
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Muonic atom level scheme

�31

Fe spectrum

2p-1s

3p-1s

np-1s

3d-2p

4d-2p

nd-2p

4f-3d
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Muonic atom level scheme

�32
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Additional level splitting
So far only talked about n and l of the muonic energy levels
Fine structure:

Coupling of orbital angular momentum l with spin of the muon s=1/2
New quantum number total angular momentum j with j=l+s
For l=0 → j=1/2; For l≠0 → j=l±1/2
Notation of levels: npj

�33

Two separate 2p transitions: 
2p3/2 → 1s1/2  
2p3/2 → 1s1/2
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Muonic atom spectroscopy
Measurement of 208Pb as an example

C34

μE1 channel at PSI
5x106 μ-/s at 125 MeV/c

Bergem et al., PRC 37, 2821 (1988)

2826 P. BERGEM et al. 37

contaminants underneath the calibration y- and muonic
x-ray peaks. In such a way, a set of clean, isolated cali-
bration lines could be selected. The MYFIT (Ref. 26)
fitting routine using a Gaussian function convoluted with
a Lorentzian and exponential tails was then applied to
this set of lines in order to determine the experimental
line shape. Firstly, average tail parameters were deduced
from the fits. Using these mean parameters, the Gaussian
line widths (FWHM) and their dependence on energy
were obtained. Nonresolved doublets could easily be
detected by comparing their widths to the expected single
peak widths.
Finally, all the calibration, delayed and muonic lines

were fitted using the above set of parameters with the
Lorentzian line widths being fixed at the values of the cal-
culated natural line widths.
Isotopic impurities of the lead target (see Table III)

were taken into account by including in the fits the lines
of Pb and Pb with appropriate relative intensities.
The positions of these lines with respect to the Pb line
were calculated from published isotope shifts of earlier
work.

B. Nonlinearity, calibration, and systematic errors

The nonlinearity corrections of the detecting system
were determined from Co, "Ag, ' Ir, and Bi
sources. These calibrations were made on-line in the
second run (3d-2p). In the first (2s-2p) and third (2p-ls)
runs, the corresponding calibration spectra were taken
off-line. Different amplifier gain settings were used in the
third run, due to lack of calibration sources in the range

from 3500 to 6000 keV. All spectra showed essentially
the same nonlinearity behavior. A smooth curve was
fitted to the nonlinearity data of each run, and the ob-
tained corrections were applied to the prompt and de-
layed spectra.
The absolute eoergy calibration of the muonic lines

was obtained using the positions of the ' N and Co lines
(see Table IV) in the delayed spectra. This procedure
guarantees experimental conditions as close as possible to
those encountered in the prompt spectra. Nevertheless, a
shift between the two spectra might still occur due to the
different widths of the timing windows, inducing different
instantaneous detector loads. We therefore compared the
positions of the most intense y lines in both spectra and
consequently corrected the positions of the x-ray lines to
be calibrated. In the 2s-2p spectrum, this correction
amounted to 6(1) eV, in the 3d-2p spectrum to —1(3) eV,
and in the 2p-Is spectrum to 50(40) eV.

C. Transition energies

Table V shows the transition energies which are ob-
tained by adding the recoil energy of the nucleus to the
measured muonic x-ray energies. The quoted errors are
total errors including statistical, calibration, and sys-
tematic uncertainties.
The most precise previous measurements of the E, L,

and M transition energies in muonic lead are the ones of
Kessler et al. and Hoehn and Shera, whose results are
also listed in Table V. Our errors are typically 4—6 times
smaller than those of the older measurement of Kessler
and comparable to those of Hoehn and Shera for the cir-

TABLE V. Experimental muonic transition energies (keV) in ' 'Pb (recoil corrected).

Transition

2p3/2- s
2p i/2-1$ &/2

Kessler
(Ref. 9)

5 962.770(420)
5 777.910(400)

Hoehn
(Ref. 27) This experiment

5 962.854(90)
5 778.058( 100)

3d3/2-2p i/2
3d 5 /2 -2p 3/2
3d 3/2 "2p3/2

2 642.110(60)
2 500.330(60)
2 457.200(200)

2642.292(23)
2500.580(28)

2 642.332(30)
2 500.590( 30)
2 457.569(70)

3p3/2 2$&/2
3p 1 /2-2$ ) /2

1 507.480(260) 1 507.754(50)
1 460.558(32)

2s I/2-2p i /2
2s, /2-2p 3/2

1 215.430(260)
1 030.440( 170)

1 215.330(30)
1 030.543(27)

5fsn 3dsn-
5f7/2 3ds/2-
5fs/2 3dsn- 1404.740( 80)

1 366.520( 80)
1 404.659(20)
1 366.347( 19)
1 361.748(250)

4fs/2 3d3/2
4f7/2 3ds/2
4fsn 3ds/2

971.850(60)
937.980(60)

971.971(16)
938.113(13)

971.974( 17)
938.096( 18)
928.883( 14)

4d3/2 3p 1/2
4d5/2 3p3/2
4d3/2 3p3/z

920.959(28 )
891.383(22)
873.761(63 )
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Muonic atom spectroscopy

Muonic energy levels highly sensitive 
to nuclear charge distribution due to 
large overlap

Using QED calculations and model for 
nuclear charge distribution allows to 
extract charge radius

�35

Large effect:

E1s (Z=82) ~ 19 MeV (point nucleus)
                → 10.6 MeV (finite size)

Lead Z=82

1s
2s

2p1/2

2p3/2 3d3/2

charge distribution
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Muonic atom spectroscopy

2p - 1s energy is highly sensitive to charge radius
What is the limiting factor? → Typically theory, especially calculation of nuclear 
response to presence of muon (nuclear polarization)

�36

 Energy [keV]1/2 - 1s
3/2

2p
5400 5500 5600 5700 5800 5900 6000

R
ad

iu
s 

[fm
]

5.34
5.36
5.38
5.4

5.42
5.44
5.46
5.48
5.5

5.52
5.54

74W

78Pt 79Au

80Hg 81Tl

82Pb
83Bi

Relative sensitivity ~ 2x10-4/keV
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Neutron Number

Charge radii in nuclear physics

Large efforts at ion beam facilities to determine charge radii
Wealth of information on nuclear properties from laser spectroscopy
Need electron scattering or muonic atom spectroscopy for absolute radii

�37

Kluge and Nörtershäuer, Spectrochim. Acta B 58, 1031 (2003) 
Blaum et al. Phys. Scr. 2013 014017 (2013)

Isotopes probed by laser spectroscopy
black: stable isotopes
red: unstable isotopes

Nuclear chart
grey: all known isotopes
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Laser spectroscopy
Laser spectroscopy of specific transition
Measure shift of transition energy for different 
isotopes
Extract differences in charge radii along isotopes
Needs good measurements of masses and good 
atomic calculations

�38

Isotope 1

Isotope 2

K. Blaum, Workshop on Muonic  
Atom Spectroscopy (2016)

IS

Mass Shift (center-of-mass motion) Field Shift (finite size)
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1039H.-Ju Kluge, W. Nortershauser / Spectrochimica Acta Part B 58 (2003) 1031–1045¨ ¨ ¨

Fig. 2. Changes in nuclear charge radii as a function of neutron
number in the osmium–lead region.

measurement is the determination of the hyperfine
splitting in the 1s state of hydrogen-like Bi and209

Pb by laser spectroscopy in the storage ring207

ESR at GSI w44,69x. Still, there is an unexplained
discrepancy of approximately 0.5% between exper-
iment and theory, the latter involving essentially
quantum electrodynamic as well as nuclear calcu-
lations. Nevertheless, this experiment demonstrates
that an accuracy in the calculation of hyperfine
fields of better than 1% can be reached. Hence,
nuclear moments and changes in charge radii can
also be determined with comparable precision
using highly charged ions.
Such measurements on longer-lived isotopes will

become possible with the HITRAP facility planned
at GSI w38x. Here, highly charged (radioactive)
ions will be injected into the storage ring ESR,
electron-cooled, decelerated in a linac and injected
into a Penning trap. After cooling of the ions to 4
K, the hyperfine splitting of the 1s S ground2

1y2
state can be determined by laser spectroscopy. In
addition, nuclear polarization can be achieved by
optical pumping between the two hyperfine levels
of the ground state for nuclear decay studies.
Still another scenario is considered for the future

GSI facility. Here, the heavy-ion synchrotron SIS-
200 will accelerate uranium beams up to some 10
GeV of energy. At an ion beam energy of 21.3
GeVynucleon, the Lorentz factor is a high as gs
23.9. Therefore, photons from a commercial laser
in the optical range in anti-collinear geometry will
have enough energy to excite the 2s –2p1y2 1y2
transition in lithium-like uranium ions with an
excitation energy of 280.6 eV. Again, nuclear
moments and charge radii become accessible in
such few-electron systems, which can be reliably
calculated. Furthermore, laser cooling of relativis-
tic beams can be achieved.

4. Conclusion

Over the past 25 years, laser spectroscopy has
yielded a wealth of information on properties of
nuclear ground and isomeric states. As an illustra-
tive example, Fig. 2 shows an up-to-date compi-
lation of the charge radii in the region of mercury,
where the first optical measurements on long
isotopic chains performed by Henry Stroke and

Ernst Otten were begun more than 30 years ago
w70,71x. For nuclei with non-zero spin, the mag-
netic dipole moments and for those with I)1y2
the electric quadrupole moments are known. The
latter allow deduction of a prolate or oblate defor-
mation, whereas changes in the square of the
nuclear deformation can be deduced from changes
in charge radii. Hence, these data fix the energy-
deformation curve in this transitional region
between the neutron shell closure at Ns126 and
the middle of the neutron shell near Ns100, and
yield information on the single-particle properties
of the valence nucleon. Nearly all techniques used
in atomic spectroscopy of short-lived isotopes
contributed to these data. The shell closure effect
at Ns126, the increase in deformation with
decreasing neutron number, sudden shape changes
near Ns104 at mid-shell, shape coexistence and
shape staggering can be clearly observed in this

Laser spectroscopy

Large chains of charge radii differences 
have been measured

�39

Kluge and Nörtershäuer, Spectrochim. Acta B 58, 1031 (2003)
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Electron scattering

�40

rp from e-p scattering

Ε

E

H target

e−beam

Detector

φ

γ

e
e

Mainz A1 spectrometer

A. Antognini, Physics of exotic atoms, Proton radius puzzle, ETH 26.04.2013 – p. 31
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Electron scattering

�41

E L E C T R O N - S C A T T E R I N G  M E T H O D 571

I

Fig. 9. Electron scattering from the proton at an incident energy of 188 MeV. Curve
(a) shows the theoretical Mott curve for a spinless point proton. Curve (b) shows the
theoretical curve for a point proton with a Dirac magnetic moment alone. Curve (c)
shows the theoretical behavior of a point proton having the anomalous Pauli contribu-
tion in addition to the Dirac value of the magnetic moment. The deviation of the ex-
perimental curve from the Curve (c) represents the effect of form factors for the proton
and indicates structure within the proton. The best fit in this figure indicates an rms

radius close to 0.7 . 10-13 cm.

drogen and helium. The first targets employed high-pressure, thin-wall, gas
chambers and were designed by the late Miss Eva Wiener. In the latter part
of 1954 it was first realized that the experiments on hydrogen demonstrated
that the proton was an object of finite size and not merely a point object. In
fact, the size was found to be surprisingly large 

10 and could be described in
terms of a root-mean-square radius of value (0.74 ± 0.24) •  •  10-13 cm. It is
an interesting fact that more recent determinations of the rms proton charge

Nobel prize 1961
Robert Hofstadter
size and structure of nucleons

716 Physics 1990

II II II

in GeV-‘, vs. q* for W = 2, 3 and 3.5 GeV. The lines drawn through
the data are meant to guide the eye. Also shown is the cross section for elastic e-p scattering
divided by ffMMo,,. (da/dQ)/uMot,. calculated for 0 = 10°, using the dipole form factor. The
relatively slow variation with q* of the inelastic cross section compared with the elastic cross
section is clearly shown.

dence arising from the photon propagator. The q* dependence that remains
is related primarily to the properties of the target system. Results from 10°
are shown in the figure for each value of W. As W increases, the q 2

dependence appears to decrease. The striking difference between the be-
havior of the deep inelastic and elastic cross sections is also illustrated in this
figure, where the elastic cross section, divided by the Mott cross section for
e= 10°. is shown.

Nobel prize 1990
Jerome I. Friedman
internal structure of nucleons
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Additional level splitting
So far only talked about n and l of the muonic energy levels
Defined total angular momentum j

Hyperfine splitting:
Coupling of total angular momentum j with spin of the nucleus i
New quantum number f with f=j+i
f follows the relation �
Notation of levels: (npj, f)

| i − j | ≤ f ≤ i + j

�42

muonic hydrogen
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Quadrupole moment

Energy levels affected by the size and shape of the 
nucleus

Size → charge radius
Shape → quadrupole moment

Effect of quadrupole moment shows up in the 
hyperfine splitting of muonic energy levels due to 
dependence on nuclear spin

Note: also magnetic moment leads to splitting, but 
effect very small as �μμ ≪ μe

�43
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Nuclear capture

After the cascade there are two possibilities 
for the muon:

Muon decay with a lifetime of 2200 ns
Muon capture with a lifetime of ~80 ns for 
high-Z atoms

Nuclear capture strongly dominating for high-
Z atoms

Nuclear capture rates and accompanying 
neutrons, gammas etc. explore the nuclear 
structure

�44

μ− → e−νμν̄e

Muon decay:

μ− + p → n + νμ

Nuclear capture:

1
τtot

=
1

τfree
+

1
τcap
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Total lifetime
Total lifetime can be measured by 
detecting decay electrons
Extract capture rate by subtracting free 
muon lifetime
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1
τtot

=
1

τfree
+

1
τcap



The muX experiment: 
Stable isotopes
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Case of rhenium

The two rhenium isotopes 185Re and 187Re are the last stable isotopes without a 
measured, absolute charge radius
Their ground states have spin i=5/2 → also have access to their quadrupole moment

�47
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Hyperfine splitting of 5g-4f transitions

For higher muonic transitions 
measure full quadrupole moment 
→ typically chosen: 5g-4f transition

Drawback: 
Transitions not separated
Effect only through widening of 
peaks
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5g9/2 → 4f7/2
5g7/2 → 4f7/2

5f5/2 → 4d5/2

5g7/2 → 4f5/2
5f7/2 → 4d5/2

measured spectrum
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Hyperfine splitting of 5g-4f transitions

5 transitions split into 76 transitions  
between hyperfine multiplets
Quadrupole moment changes spacing 
and intensity of the various lines
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Need to understand line shape!

Using various lines in the muon and 
background spectra to fix line 
shape parameters
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36 4.4. Analysis Tool and Results
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Figure 4.5: Fit of the 265.8 keV line in linear (top) and logarithmic (middle) scale. The blue
line illustrates the constant background and the orange region designates the signal without the
background contribution. Visible in the plot are also the ‘Gaus’ (red solid line) and ‘Tail’ (red
dashed line) as well as the ‘Gaus+Step’ (black solid line) and the ‘Tail+Step’ (black dashed
line). The bottom plot shows the pull distribution of the ‘model’ fit.
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Fitting experimental spectra

Fitting the experimental spectra with the quadruple moment as a free parameter
Two germanium detectors as cross-check
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Figure 7. [color online] Prompt �-ray spectrum of 185Re ob-
tained by the GeR (a) and by GeL (b) showing the 5g ! 4f
hf complex. The black line shows the best fit to the data.
The lines predicted by the hfs formalism are shown below the
spectra.

inclusion of the very weak 5f5/2 ! 4d5/2 does not modify
the results of the quadrupole moment, the 5g7/2 ! 4f7/2
multiplet has stronger influence and it leads to a lower
value of quadrupole moment explaining the discrepancy
to the values in [7]. The addition of the 5g7/2 ! 4f7/2
multiplet in the fitting of the hfs was necessary in or-
der to properly reproduce the rising slope at low energy
of the experimental spectrum as can be inferred by the
higher value of reduced �

2 obtained when this transition
is removed from the fit. This e↵ect clearly shows that the
isotopically pure muonic X-ray spectra could be sensitive
to transitions of relative intensity of few %. Since the fit-
ted hfs spectrum is not reported in [7] neither are the
values of �2, we cannot judge the quality of the fit and
consequently the sensitivity of that experimental spec-
trum to weaker transitions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The hfs of the 5g ! 4f X-ray transition in muonic
185,187Re has been investigated. The extracted val-
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Figure 8. [color online] Prompt �-ray spectrum of 187Re ob-
tained by GeR (a) and by GeL (b) showing the 5g ! 4f
hfs complex. The black line shows the best fit to the data.
The individual lines of the hfs formalism are shown below the
spectra.

ues of quadrupole moment have been revised based on
high-quality isotopically pure muonic X-rays spectra of
185,187Re and state-of-the-art theoretical calculations and
fitting procedures. The quadrupole momentsQ= 2.07(5)
and Q = 1.94(5) are measured for 185,187Re, respectively.
The disagreement with values in literature extracted with
the same procedure has been analysed.

The measurement of the hyperfine splitting of muonic
X-rays could allow the extraction of the quadrupole mo-
ment of the nucleus to a rather high precision compared
to the hyperfine splitting in electronic systems because
they do not su↵er of the uncertainty in the calculation
of a multi-electron system for the determination of the
electric field gradient at the nucleus and the polarisation
of the electron core. Neverthless, we have pointed out
that particular care has to be taken in the estimation of
the systematic errors for what concerns the description
of the detector response and the relative intensity of the
muonic transitions.
This work is part of the muX project which currently
pursues at PSI the possibility to extend muonic atom
spectroscopy to elements available in micrograms quan-

GeL GeL

GeR

GeR

185Re

185Re 187Re

187Re
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Results on quadrupole moment

Extracted quadrupole moments for 
the two isotopes
Comparison with existing results 
reveals some difference.  
However: performed with natural 
rhenium, some errors in reported 
values, weak transitions not 
included
Systematic uncertainties: 
Background shape, line shape 
model, energy resolution, cascade
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Q [barn]

185Re  
187Re

2.07 ± 0.02 ± 0.05  
1.94 ± 0.02 ± 0.05

185Re  
187Re  
Konijin et al. 

2.21 ± 0.04  
2.09 ± 0.04

185Re  
187Re  
our result, no 
weak transitions

2.14 ± 0.02 ± 0.05  
2.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.05

Konijin et al., Nucl. Phys. A 360, 187 (1981)
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Rhenium charge radius

2p-1s lines used to extract 
charge radius

Hyperfine structure (+low-
lying nuclear levels) clearly 
seen and more resolved than 
for 5g-4f transitions

Work in progress…
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185Re

187Re

Energy [keV]

2p - 1s

2p - 1s E.g.: 
|2p3/2,I=5/2,F=1> → 
|1s1/2,I=5/2,F=2>

E.g.: 
|2p3/2,I=5/2,F=1> → 
|1s1/2,I=5/2,F=2>



The muX experiment: 
Radioactive isotopes
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Atomic parity violation in radium

Weak interaction leads to parity violating 
effects in atomic transitions 
→ enhanced in heavy atoms (∝Z3) due to 
large overlap with nucleus

Extract Weinberg angle using precision 
atomic calculations 
→ Needs knowledge of the radium charge 
radius with 0.2% accuracy

Weinberg angle comparable to α and me in 
electromagnetism
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Atomic parity violation fixes weak interaction 
properties at low momentum

LETTER RESEARCH

‘PVES fit’), which is = . ± .Q 0 0719 0 0045w
p . Below we discuss the sensi-

tivity of this result to variations in the experimental and theoretical 
input used to determine it.

Just as the proton’s weak charge depends on its u and d quark content 
(see equation (1)), the weak charge of other nuclear systems depends 
on their (different) u and d quark content. Because ep, e2H and e4He 
data are included in the global fit, C1u and C1d are reasonably well deter-
mined. However, if the very precise atomic-parity violation (APV) 
result14,15 on 133Cs is also included in the global fit, C1u and C1d can be 
determined with greater precision and then used to extract the neu-
tron’s weak charge = − +Q C C2( 2 )w

n
1u 1d . We note that inclusion or 

exclusion of the APV result has negligible impact on our result for Qw
p, 

which is derived from the intercept of the global fit. The results for C1u, 
C1d, Qw

p  and Qw
n obtained by including APV in the PVES global fit, 

which are listed in Table 1 as ‘PVES fit + APV’, are in agreement with 
the standard-model values2.

While our preferred result is based on the data-driven analysis of 
PVES fit, the final determination of the weak charge of the proton 
does not change appreciably with additional theoretical constraints. 
One of the dominant uncertainties in the term B(Q2, θ) of equation 
(3) arises from the knowledge of the strange-quark contributions. 
These have been determined very precisely in recent theoretical  
calculations16,17 employing lattice quantum chromodynamics 
(LQCD). Using these theoretical results to constrain the extrapolation 
to Q2 = 0 results in a slightly lower weak charge and a reduction in 
the uncertainty, as shown in Table 1 (‘PVES fit + LQCD’). The APV 
result was not included in this determination of Qw

p ; its inclusion 
makes negligible difference.

Because the proximity to threshold (Q2 → 0) and precision of our 
Qweak result overwhelmingly dominate the fits described above, it is 
possible to go one step further and use the Qweak datum by itself to 
determine Qw

p. The fact that the strange and axial form factors contri-
bute so little at the kinematics of the Qweak experiment (0.1% and 2.5%, 
respectively) also helps motivate this consistency check. Using the same 
electromagnetic form factors9 as in the fits above, the same lattice  
calculation16 for the strange form factors, and following the extraction 
method of ref. 18 for the axial form factor, the Qw

p  result obtained by 
using just the Qweak datum falls in-between the consistent results of the 

other determinations described above, which employ the entire PVES 
database (see Table 1, ‘Qweak datum only’). The uncertainty of the Qw

p 
result in this case includes an additional uncertainty (4.6 p.p.b.) due to 
the calculated form factors, but is only 4% larger than the uncertainty 
of the global fit result, which uses the entire PVES database. The dom-
inant correction, from the electromagnetic form factors (23.7%), is well 
known in the low-Q2 regime of the Qweak experiment.

The Qw
p  determinations described above can be used to test the  

prediction of the standard model for sin2θW, the fundamental  
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Fig. 3 | Variation of sin2θW with energy scale Q. The modified-minimal-
subtraction (MS) scheme is shown as the solid curve2,19, together with 
experimental determinations at the Z0 pole2 (Tevatron, LEP1, SLC, LHC), 
from APV on caesium14,15, Møller scattering (E158)22, deep inelastic 
scattering of polarized electrons on deuterons (e2H; PVDIS)23 and from 
neutrino–nucleus scattering (NuTeV)24. It has been argued25, however, 
that the latter result contains substantial unaccounted-for nuclear physics 
effects, such as neutron-excess corrections to the quark momenta, charge-
symmetry breaking and strange-quark momentum asymmetries. Our new 
result is plotted in red at the energy scale of the Qweak experiment, 
Q = 0.158 GeV (slightly offset horizontally for clarity). Error bars (1 s.d.) 
include statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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What about radioactive atoms?

All stable isotopes (except rhenium) have been 
measured with muonic atom spectroscopy

In a few special cases also radioactive isotopes, 
e.g. americium

The paper describes the americium target as 
“modest weight of 1 gram”

Nowadays: 0.2 μg of open 241Am allowed in 
experimental hall…
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Volume 161B, number 12,3 PHYSICS LETTERS 24 October 1985 

odd-odd isomer and the 241Am ground state 
provides qualitatioe evidence for a large nuclear 
deformation of the fission isomer. A quantitative 
interpretation of these data, however, requires 
detailed knowledge of charge-distribution parame- 
ters for the ground states of 241Am and 243Am since 
the relative optical isotope shift between heavy 
nuclei is dependent [5] upon the difference in their 
optical m o m e n t s  A<r°pt).  The optical moment can 
be expressed as a weighted sum over even 
moments of the nuclear charge distribution: 

1 
= C F 2i <r°Pt) ~11 E i <  )- 

T h e  Seltzer coefficients G(Z),  which depend on 
the electronic structure of the element, are 
tabulated in ref. [6]. The mean square nuclear 
charge radius <rE), represented by the first 
coefficient, C 1, is the main contributor to the 
isotope-shift effect; in americium the higher terms 
contribute about a 5% correction. 

Multigram samples of high-isotopic-purity 
transuranic nuclides have become available as a 
result of the heavy element program of the US 
Department of Energy. Thus it is now feasible to 
determine the nuclear charge distributions of 
heavy elements by muonic X-ray hyperfine spec- 
troscopy. We describe here the results of such an 
experiment on 241Am and 243Am, the highest Z, 
shortest lived isotopes yet studied by muonic 
X-ray hyperfine spectroscopy. 

The experiments were performed at the stopped 
muon channel of the Los Alamos Meson Physics 
Facility (LAMPF) with equipment and procedures 
described in detail elsewhere [7]. The I gram 241Am 
and 243Am targets (isotopic purity > 99%) were 
prepared at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Each 
target consisted of a 1 in diameter disc of 
compressed oxide doubly encapsulated in 
aluminum. These targets, together with a :08 Pb 
target that provided energy calibration lines [8], 
were simultaneously exposed to the stopping 
muon beam. A :4Na source placed near the Ge(Li) 
spectrometer provided additional calibration lines 
for the L and M muonic X-rays of americium, and 
other off-line sources provided a linearity calibra- 
tion for the data-acquisition system. Portions of 
the muonic K X-ray spectra for 241Am and 243Am 

"t 50- 

Z41Am 

© 75 

50 

243Am 

0 , ~ [ , , , i , , , i , , , i , , I t  

6200 6400 6600 
E n e r g y  (keY) 

Fig. 1. Portions of the muonic K X-ray spectra for 241Am and 
243Am. The vertical lines indicate the energies and relative 
intensities of the hyperfine components calculated from the 
fitted nuclear charge distribution parameters. 

are shown in fig. 1. The intense natural radioactiv- 
ity of the americium targets, and their modest 
weight (dictated by safety considerations) resulted 
in data that are inferior in statistical accuracy and 
signal-to-noise ratio compared to data from 
nonradioactive targets. 

The nuclear charge density was represented in 
our analysis by a Fermi distribution as modified 
by Bracket al. [9] to include nuclear deformation. 
We assume that the same functional form, namely, 

p = (Z/4~'R3) [1 

(r-Ro(l+bo+fl2Y2o+fl4Y4o))] -1 
+ exp a 

describes all the isotopes of interest here, including 
the fission isomer. For each nucleus this para- 
meterization involves an equivalent spherical 
half-density nuclear radius R 0, quadrupole and 

76 

Johnson et al., Phys. Lett. 161B, 75 (1985)

Cannot stop muons directly in microgram targets 
Need new method!
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Our radioactive targets

5.5 μg target material allowed
Gamma rate of ~400 kHz from all daughters
Interest from atomic parity violation
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248Cm, 3x105 y

244Pu, 8x107 y
α: 92%

SF: 8%

Around 3 neutrons per SF emitted
Vorobyev et al., AIP Conf. Proc. 798, 255 (2005)

32.6 μg target material allowed
Heaviest nucleus accessible
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Transfer reactions
Stop in 100 bar hydrogen (10% liquid density) 
target with 0.25% deuterium admixture

Form muonic hydrogen μp

Transfer to deuterium forming μd, gain binding 
energy of 45 eV

Hydrogen gas quasi transparent for μd at ~5 
eV (Ramsauer-Townsend effect)

μd reaches target and transfers to μRa

Measure emitted X-rays from cascade

�58

μ- 

Inspired by work of Strasser et al.  
and Kraiman et al.
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Ramsauer-Townsend effect

Quantum mechanical effect in the scattering transitions due to matching of muonic 
atom wavelength and scattering potential
Hydrogen gas quasi-transparent for μd at 4 eV
Transport cross-section: Taking into account angular dependence of cross-section; 
change in momentum proportional to transport cross-section
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Figure 8: Total and transport cross section for the di↵erent gases employed in the measurement.
The transport cross section corresponds to the di↵erential cross section integrated
with an additional weight of (1� cos ✓), which allows for a simple calculation of the
average momentum transfer. (a) Scattering cross section of dµ atoms with hydrogen.
The minimum in the cross section at around 4 eV is due to the Ramsauer-Townsend
e↵ect. (b) Scattering cross section of dµ atoms with the HD molecule, into which
most of the D2 is converted. In this case there exists a weak dependence of the cross
section on the spin state of the dµ atom. For comparison only the F=1/2 case is
shown.

the 15 mm aperture of the entrance veto detector, the entrance detector and carbon fiber
window and determine the stopping distribution inside the gas cell. For our configuration the
stopping distribution is approximately Gaussian with a sigma of 4 mm in each transverse and
3 mm in longitudinal direction.

The transfer reaction simulation starts with the above quoted stopping distribution. The
code incorporates the formation of muonic atoms, transfer reactions, the di↵usion of dµ and
pµ atoms, and the relevant molecular dynamics. At a deuterium concentration of 0.25%, e.g.,
the characteristic transfer time from muonic hydrogen to deuterium amounts to about 240 ns.
In this process the dµ atom gains the corresponding binding energy of 45 eV. This dµ atom
quickly loses energy until the scattering cross section drops to its minimum at around 4 eV due
to the Ramsauer-Townsend e↵ect (Fig. 8)[10–13]. Once this minimum is reached, the hydrogen
gas becomes virtually transparent for the dµ atom, allowing it to travel over large distances
(except for the case of high deuterium concentrations in which case the scattering with the HD
molecule becomes dominant – see Fig. 8 (b)).

The simulation then tracks the dµ atoms that hit the 1 cm2 target material located at
the downstream end of the cylindrical gas cell. The result of these simulations are shown in
Fig. 9 as a function of deuterium concentration and location of the stopping distribution. The
location of the maximum is given in units of �z away from the target. A stopping location
of 1 thus corresponds to the maximum of the stopping distribution being located 3 mm away
from the target. Additionally, the time distributions of the dµ atoms hitting the target are
shown in Fig. 10. The highest e�ciency of around 7% is found for a deuterium concentration
of ⇠0.25% and a stopping location of 0.6. For a target covering the full area as shown in Fig. 4

10
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Scattering cross sections

Scattering on deuterium does not show a Ramsauer-Townsend minimum
Need to be careful to not have too much deuterium in the gas mixture
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3.5. Formation of muonic molecules and muon-catalyzed fusion 27

  

Figure 3.4.: ??? caption

is occuring much less in the case of p� d fusion. Due to the great interest in
µCF the corresponding rates have been investigated very precisely. The rate
for molecular formation depends linearly on density. The normalized rate
at liquid hydrogen density has been determined in di↵erent studies to values
between [cites???Petitjean,BleserAndersonakaLedermanGroup]

�pµd = (5.6� 5.9) · 106
1

s
, (3.13)

which is only one order of magnitude higher than the muonic decay rate. Once
the molecule has formed, the fusion rate is not dependent on density any more
because fusion only concerns the constituents of the molecule. The rates for
the di↵erent channels of muon-catalyzed p � d fusion have been determined
in remarkable accordance between experiments and theoretical calculations
[cites???Friar,Petitjean]. They depend on the total nuclear spin I✏{1

2
,3
2
} of

the molecule, which is itself connected to the hyperfine state of the muonic
deuterium atom before molecular formation as discussed in [cite???Bakalov].
On average, the time between molecular formation and fusion is of combarable
order of magnitude as the muon life time.

27

p-d fusion cycle

Muon catalysed fusion

Lot of experience on behaviour of 
muons in hydrogen gas due to past 
work on muon catalysed fusion
Most efficient cycle:  
d-t fusion, up to 150 fusions per 
muon
Not enough for energy break-even
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Time [s]

Fr
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μp

μd

μX

pμd
pμp

Processes in gas cell

Simplified time evolution of muonic atoms in gas cell by solving coupled differential equations
Assumes single production rate of μX production → need Monte Carlo to take geometry into 
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Simulation of transfer

Developed simulation to predict efficiency of transfer
Momentum of beam determines stopping distribution with respect to the target
Deuterium concentration determines speed of transfer but limits range due to μd+D2 
scattering
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7.2. Optimization of the transfer e�ciency 85
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Figure 7.7.: ??? caption

also see that an optimal seeting of beam momentum is more important for a
high transfer e�ciency than using the optimal deuterium concentration. Fig.
7.7 b) shows the according 2D plot for a cooled target with a gas temperature
of T = 50K. The pressure has been scaled down linearly, so that the density
of the gas is the same as in the original muX configuration. Obviously, the
performance of the cooled target shows only small di↵erences from the per-
formance of the room-temperature target, i.e. the transfer e�ciency is not
sensitive to the temperature of the target. As we have already mentioned in
the discussion of Fig. 7.2 a), the width of the stopping distribution in the gas
volume decreases with increasing pressure, which allows to stop a larger frac-
tion of muons close to the target disk. For this reason, Figs.7.7 c) and d) study
the impact of a variation of the pressure on the transfer e�ciency. Neither a
high target pressure of p = 300 bar nor a low target pressure of p = 50bar yield
a higher transfer e�ciency than the original target with 100 bar. Apparently,
the increased collison rate in a high-pressure target compensates the positive
e↵ect of a narrower stopping distribution. Yet, the high-pressure configura-
tion might yield a slight increase in the absolute number of tranfers to the
target for another reason: In the muon beamlines of PSI, the rate of negative
muons in the beam grows with the beam momentum roughly with P 3

µ . Since
a higher target pressure requires an increase in beam momentum, it has a
positive e↵ect on the absolute number of muons entering the target. It is
questionable, however, whether this positive e↵ect is large enough to justify
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100 bar hydrogen target

Target sealed with 0.6 mm carbon fibre window 
plus carbon fibre/titanium support grid
Target holds up to 350 bar
10 mm stopping distribution (FWHM) inside 15 
mm gas volume
Target disks mounted onto the back of the cell

�64Figure 3: Entrance window arrangement of the gas cell. Visible are the titanium/carbon fiber
support grid, the carbon fiber window and the stainless steel disk compressing the
underlying O-ring seal.

revealed that it can actually hold up to 350 bar at which point the screws are ripped out of
the aluminum housing.

The cell is surrounded on five sides by large 4 and 5 mm thick plastic scintillators that veto
against decay electrons. Two of the scintillators are shown in Fig. 2. The front and back
detectors feature a central hole of 35 and 22 mm, respectively, to allow the connection of the
gas cell to the entrance detector and to the gas inlet.

The target foil shown in Fig. 4 is glued onto a small aluminum support stand which in turn
is screwed into the backwall of the cell. The gas inlet is also located at the backside of the
target and ends just below that support stand. In this configuration the distance between the
target and the carbon fiber window amounts to 15 mm. Various targets were tested over the
course of the measurement campaign: gold targets of di↵erent thicknesses and sizes with a
copper or kapton backing, and two uranium targets.

Eight of the germanium detectors were held in place by a welded steel construction that
allowed to mount them all around the target cell and adjust their distance and angle. The
remaining three detectors were place on tables attached to the same frame. Due to the di↵erent
mounting methods the distance of the detectors to the gas cell varied between 10 and 15 cm.
The arrangement of the detectors is shown in Fig. 5. The full array was mounted on rails
(visible in Fig. 1) such that it could easily be moved in order to get easier access to the gas
cell and entrance detector. The 11 detectors were of the following types: 7 compact coaxial
detectors from the French/UK loan pool with e�ciencies of around 60%, 2 stand-alone coaxial
detectors with 70 and 75% e�ciency, 1 Miniball cluster consisting of three individual crystals
of around 60% e�ciency each [3], and 1 planar detector optimized for low-energy gammas.

As the French/UK loan pool and Miniball detectors had only a small liquid nitrogen dewar
they needed to be refilled every 8 hours. For this reason, we developed an automated filling
system controlled by a PSI SCS-3000 module. Figure 6 shows one side of the autofill system
with the valve controller box, the main liquid nitrogen filling line and various valves and hoses
connecting to the di↵erent detectors. The liquid nitrogen was stored in two 200 l dewars that
were refilled twice a week from the main liquid nitrogen system of PSI. The SCS-3000 box
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Entrance & veto detectors

Entrance detector to see incoming 
muon

Veto scintillators to form anti-
coincidence with decay electron

�65

Entrance detector

Gas cell

Gas inlet

Veto scintillator

Figure 2: Entrance detector and gas cell mounted onto the beam line in ⇡E1. Visible are also
two of the five decay electron veto scintillators and the gas filling line that connects
to the cell from the back.

2 Description of the setup

Figure 2 shows an image of the entrance detector housing, the gas cell and two of the decay
electron veto scintillators. The entrance detector system consisted of a 100 µm thin, 20 ⇥
20 mm2 plastic scintillator preceded by a 4 mm thick plastic scintillator of 80⇥ 80 mm2 outer
dimensions and a 15 mm diameter hole. This thick scintillator was used to veto against beam
and decay electrons. A continuous energy calibration was provided by a thin layer of 208Pb
mounted in front of the veto detector, providing X-rays in the region of interest. The muonic
X-rays from 208Pb have been measured precisely in the past [2] and can now be used for
calibration. As this layer of lead is located in front of the veto detector its emitted X-rays are
not correlated with an event in the entrance detector and can thus be nicely separated from
the muonic X-rays of interest by timing.
The muons enter through a 20 mm diameter opening into the 30 mm diameter gas cell.

In order to have a narrow stopping distribution the measurements were carried out at 10%
liquid hydrogen density, which for the room temperature arrangement corresponds to 100 bar
of hydrogen pressure. The gas cell is sealed by an O-ring and a 600 µm thick carbon fiber
window. The window is supported by a 4 mm thick titanium and 2 mm carbon fiber grid
with an open fraction of 73%. This arrangement (shown in Fig. 3) was holding the 100 bar of
pressure without any problem and with only a negligible leak rate. Pressure tests with water
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Germanium array

11 germanium detectors in 
an array from French/UK 
loan pool, Leuven, PSI

First time a large array is 
used for muonic atom 
spectroscopy
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Array Detection Efficiency
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Figure 11: Measured e�ciency of the full germanium detector array as a function of energy.
While the measurements in black are from calibration sources (60Co, 152Eu, 137Cs,
88Y), the points in blue stem from a measurement with X-rays from muonic lead.

Figure 12: Fraction of muons stopping in copper, normalized on the sum of muon stops in cop-
per and the H/Ar mixture. The measured data compare roughly with a simulated
momentum-bite of 3 to 4%.
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Experimental setup 2017/2018

�68

Quadrupoles

Germanium array

lN dewars

Gas handling system

Figure 1: Top view of the setup for the beam time of July/August 2017 in the rear area of
⇡E1. Visible are the last quadrupole of the beam line, the germanium detector array,
the liquid nitrogen dewars feeding the automated filling system and the gas handling
equipment.

1 Introduction

We have had a successful beam time of two weeks in July/August 2017 in the ⇡E1 area. The
setup is shown in Fig. 1. For the first time in the history of muonic atom spectroscopy a
germanium detector array was used to perform the measurements. It consisted of a total of 11
detectors that were contributed by PSI, Leuven and the IN2P3/STFC French/UK Ge Pool [1].

In the following sections we report on the progress achieved with this setup on various
areas going from the successful use of transfer reactions in a 100 bar hydrogen and deuterium
mixture and its optimization with ultra-thin gold targets to measurements of transfer reactions
in various mixtures of noble gases with hydrogen and our first measurements with radioactive
materials, namely uranium. The setup was also used for the measurement of the 2s � 1s
transition, the progress of which will be reported elsewhere. We will conclude with the beam
time request for 2018.

We have to emphasize that the data analysis is still ongoing and that any results presented
are preliminary. Additionally we are also still analyzing data taken in 2016, where we measured
the muonic X-rays of Re-185 and Re-187. For rhenium, no absolute charge radius measurement
exists to date. However, this has not yet been completed as most of our attention in 2017 was
focused on the experimental progress and the fact that the theoretical framework for extracting
a charge radius from the rhenium spectra is not yet fully complete.
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Figure 14: Top: Spectrum of muonic X-rays from 5 µg of gold taken during 18.5 h. The lines
at 5.59 and 5.76 MeV are from the muonic 2p� 1s transition. The line at 5.5 MeV
is from pµd fusion and the ones at 5.45 and 5.78 MeV are calibration lines from
muonic 208Pb. Bottom: 2d spectrum showing the muonic X-rays as a function of
time (tDi↵) after a hit in the muon entrance detector.

16

delayed formation

accidental calibration events

prompt events

Energy vs. time spectra

DAQ is free-running and recording every detector with a timestamp
Sorting germanium detector hits in time after muon entrance hit
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Understanding target conditions

Detected 2p-1s gammas per incoming muon for various targets
Not all μd converted in thin targets
Impact of backing material small
Can still reliably see gammas from 5 μg gold target (1 cm2, 3 nm)

�71

Table 2: Results of the measurements with the di↵erent gold targets. N� / Nµ gives the number
of detected 2p� 1s X-rays per incident muon and ✏ the absolute e�ciency per muon
for reaching the target material. For more details see text.

Target Size Backing N� / Nµ ✏

50 nm Au 4.9 cm2 Cu (10.9± 0.3)⇥ 10�5 10.0%
10 nm Au 4.9 cm2 Cu (6.9± 0.2)⇥ 10�5 6.3%
3 nm Au 4.9 cm2 Cu (3.6± 0.1)⇥ 10�5 3.3%
3 nm Au 4.9 cm2 kapton (3.2± 0.1)⇥ 10�5 2.9%
3 nm Au 1 cm2 Cu (1.3± 0.1)⇥ 10�5 1.2%

with the detected number of 2p � 1s X-rays N� , the detector e�ciency at that energy ✏det,
the branching factor of the 2p � 1s transition b = 40%, the number of detected muons Nµ

and the transmission of the muons through the support grid of the gas cell ✏trans = 60%. The
branching factor of 40% has been taken from measurements conducted with a hydrogen/argon
mixture [17] and will be quantified more precisely by the measurements described in Sec. 5.5.
For this reason there is currently a large uncertainty associated with the transfer e�ciency of
at least 10%. All measurements were done with a deuterium fraction of 0.25% and a beam
momentum of 27.75 MeV/c apart from the measurement with the 10 nm gold coating. Due to
the di↵erent carbon fiber window (described in Sec. 5.2) the optimum conditions there were
found at a deuterium concentration of 0.1% and a momentum of 28.0 MeV/c.

The ratios of the measured transfer e�ciencies for the di↵erent gold thicknesses roughly
match the ones calculated for the transfer probabilities given above. Additionally, there is no
significant di↵erence in e�ciency visible for the kapton and copper backing material such that
material dependent backscattering e↵ects seem to be small.

The absolute value of the transfer e�ciency is somewhat smaller than expected from the
simulation given in Sec. 4. For the large 50 nm gold target we expected an e�ciency of 14%
and measure 10.0%. For the 1 cm2 3 nm Au target we expected an e�ciency of 2.2% and
measured 1.2% (taking into account the 31% transfer probability within the 3 nm layer). We
are currently investigating these di↵erences. One factor, e.g., which is not yet included in
our transfer e�ciency calculation is the impact of our cuts on the detected number of X-rays.
Additionally we also have more data at various di↵erent deuterium concentrations and beam
momenta that will allow us to validate simulations presented in Fig. 9 and help to track down
any inconsistencies.

Finally, the summed spectra taken with the full array during a period of 18.5 h with the
5 µg gold target are shown in Fig. 14. This result proves that by using the transfer reactions
and a germanium detector array, 5 µg of target material is indeed su�cient to perform a
measurement with decent statistics.

5.4 Transfer to uranium targets

In addition to the evaporated gold targets we had also prepared two uranium targets with
thicknesses of 2.8 and 1.4 mg/cm2, respectively. The uranium was electroplated onto an
aluminum backing foil and the two targets are shown in Fig. 15. For both of the targets the
uranium was deposited as uranyl nitrate (UO2(NO3)2) from the solution. However, one of the
targets was heat treated at 450�C in order to reduce it to uranium dioxide (UO2). This process

15
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Measurement with microgram gold target

Measurement with 5 μg gold target as proof-of-principle
Spectrum taken over 18.5 h
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Figure 14: Top: Spectrum of muonic X-rays from 5 µg of gold taken during 18.5 h. The lines
at 5.59 and 5.76 MeV are from the muonic 2p� 1s transition. The line at 5.5 MeV
is from pµd fusion and the ones at 5.45 and 5.78 MeV are calibration lines from
muonic 208Pb. Bottom: 2d spectrum showing the muonic X-rays as a function of
time (tDi↵) after a hit in the muon entrance detector.
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Measurement with microgram gold target

Measurement with 5 μg gold target as proof-of-principle
Spectrum taken over 18.5 h
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Figure 14: Top: Spectrum of muonic X-rays from 5 µg of gold taken during 18.5 h. The lines
at 5.59 and 5.76 MeV are from the muonic 2p� 1s transition. The line at 5.5 MeV
is from pµd fusion and the ones at 5.45 and 5.78 MeV are calibration lines from
muonic 208Pb. Bottom: 2d spectrum showing the muonic X-rays as a function of
time (tDi↵) after a hit in the muon entrance detector.
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Measurement with uranium

Measurement with ~5 mg uranium as a 
test for handling radioactive materials in 
our setup

Complicated spectrum due to hyperfine 
splitting plus low-lying nuclear excitations

226Ra will look very similar
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Figure 16: Summed muonic X-ray spectrum from the uranium dioxide measurement taken
during 20 h. The figure shows the 2p� 1s transition region.

performed a series of measurements in our gas cell where we compared the resulting muonic
X-ray spectra for pure argon, krypton and xenon fillings with the ones where we prepared a
mixture of the noble gas with hydrogen. We did not yet quantify the e↵ect, but the corre-
sponding spectra are shown in Fig. 17 which clearly indicate that the higher np�1s transitions
are also enhanced in the high-Z case.

5.6 Measurements with high-activity source

As detailed in last year’s progress report, the measurement with a 5 µg radium source will
result – in equilibrium – in a total gamma activity of 500 kHz (for E� > 100 keV) from the
full radium decay chain. As the build up of the decay chain is governed by the volatile 222Rn
isotope with a half-life of 3.8 days, there might be a possibility to reduce the gamma activity
by regularly pumping out the gas cell.

Nevertheless, we have measured the ability of our detectors to handle 500 kHz gamma rates
by using strong calibration sources. We have shown in 2016 that even with that gamma load
we were able to perform muonic X-ray measurements and by o✏ine analysis of our recorded
waveforms recover good energy and timing resolution.

Also in 2017 we have performed a measurement run with a 210 kBq 88Y source that yields
420 kHz of gammas and results in detected rates in the di↵erent detectors of 2 to 5 kHz
depending on distance and crystal size. In contrast to last year, we have in the meantime
refined our o✏ine waveform analysis such that we can recover under high-rate conditions the
full energy resolution. For this we look at the absolute level of the baseline of our recorded
waveforms. This level basically encodes how close in time and how energetic the previous
gamma pulse was. It turns out that there is a linear dependence between that level and the

18

238U 2p-1s region

5 mg  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Measurement with uranium

Measurement with ~5 mg uranium as a 
test for handling radioactive materials in 
our setup

Complicated spectrum due to hyperfine 
splitting plus low-lying nuclear excitations

226Ra will look very similar
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Figure 16: Summed muonic X-ray spectrum from the uranium dioxide measurement taken
during 20 h. The figure shows the 2p� 1s transition region.

performed a series of measurements in our gas cell where we compared the resulting muonic
X-ray spectra for pure argon, krypton and xenon fillings with the ones where we prepared a
mixture of the noble gas with hydrogen. We did not yet quantify the e↵ect, but the corre-
sponding spectra are shown in Fig. 17 which clearly indicate that the higher np�1s transitions
are also enhanced in the high-Z case.

5.6 Measurements with high-activity source

As detailed in last year’s progress report, the measurement with a 5 µg radium source will
result – in equilibrium – in a total gamma activity of 500 kHz (for E� > 100 keV) from the
full radium decay chain. As the build up of the decay chain is governed by the volatile 222Rn
isotope with a half-life of 3.8 days, there might be a possibility to reduce the gamma activity
by regularly pumping out the gas cell.

Nevertheless, we have measured the ability of our detectors to handle 500 kHz gamma rates
by using strong calibration sources. We have shown in 2016 that even with that gamma load
we were able to perform muonic X-ray measurements and by o✏ine analysis of our recorded
waveforms recover good energy and timing resolution.

Also in 2017 we have performed a measurement run with a 210 kBq 88Y source that yields
420 kHz of gammas and results in detected rates in the di↵erent detectors of 2 to 5 kHz
depending on distance and crystal size. In contrast to last year, we have in the meantime
refined our o✏ine waveform analysis such that we can recover under high-rate conditions the
full energy resolution. For this we look at the absolute level of the baseline of our recorded
waveforms. This level basically encodes how close in time and how energetic the previous
gamma pulse was. It turns out that there is a linear dependence between that level and the
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5 mg  
1 cm2

Close et al., Phys. Rev. C 17, 1433 (1978)

671 g  
174 cm2

Similar performance as in the past 
but a factor 105 less target material
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Measurement with high rates

Performed measurements with strong 88Y 
source producing 420 kHz gammas 
comparable to 226Ra target

Able through offline analysis to improve 
energy and time resolution 

DAQ able to cope with data rate
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Figure 18: Energy spectrum of the 88Y source with and without the baseline correction de-
scribed in the text. The detector was running at a rate of 4.6 kHz.

correction that we have to apply to our recorded energies. Once this dependence is determined
for each of the detectors individually, the correction can be applied to every gamma event and
any rate-dependent deterioration of the energy resolution vanishes. Figure 18 shows the result
of the baseline correction on the measured 88Y spectrum.

Additionally, the waveform analysis also improves our timing resolution by extrapolating
the measured rising edge of the pulse to where it intersects the baseline. With this method we
reach, despite rise times of O(100 ns) timing resolutions of 20 ns and better for every detector
and gamma energies above 500 keV.

6 Beam request 2018

We request two weeks of beam time in 2018 in the ⇡E1 area with an additional one week
of setup time, for which beam is not required. We have a prebooking arrangement with the
French/UK loan pool for this summer such that the scheduling of the beam time in that period
is preferred.

We are currently in the process of obtaining the required amount of 226Ra isotope and will
be ready this year to perform the measurement of the charge radius of radium. As shown
above all the progress achieved so far enables us to take this next step of measuring muonic
X-rays from a ultra-thin, high-activity sample. After an initial phase of tuning our experiment
with a gold target for optimal transfer, we will then mount the radium target and collect the
required statistics. The data taking will require approximately one week.
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with radioactive targets!
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Making radium target

Attempted a measurement of 226Ra and 248Cm in 2018
Electroplating the 226Ra out of the isopropanol solution onto gold plated copper foil
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Measuring radium target

We knew that we had lost a lot of radium in the target making process plus target had 
a large organic contamination
Mounted target anyway but immediately saw that we had only 1% of the required 
target mass…
Measured for a while, but clearly saw nothing
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Making curium target

Curium-248 target was made in Mainz
Some issues with plating too much 
activity & contamination of Cm-246
Due to the contamination could not plate 
as much Cm-248 as planned
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Measuring curium target

In the end we did not see any sign of curium x-rays
Electroplating inherently leads to organic layers on the target
The fact that we see the outline of the target clearly indicates a reasonably thick layer 
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248Cm targetGold lines from 
backing plate

Expected positions of  
248Cm 2p-1s transitions
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Alpha Spectrum

Alpha spectrum measurements can reveal some hints on source thickness
Tails and unresolved double peak clearly show that we have a “thick” source
Performed some alpha spectrum simulations but quite a lot of free parameters
Simulations tend to point towards organic layer of order 500 nm
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Carbon coatings on gold

In order to understand the influence of the 
organic layer on our measurements prepared 
gold coatings with 100 and 500 nm carbon 
coating on top.

Results:
100 nm: 27% of gold x-rays left
500 nm: no gold x-rays seen

We are much more sensitive to organic layers 
than expected!
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Developments for 2019 campaign

Radioactive target developments:
Drop-on-demand technique and/or plating at low 
voltage in Mainz (for curium & radium)

Low-Z target cell to reduce background

Use of Miniball germanium array
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Campaign 2019

Measurement of charge radius of 248Cm and 226Ra

Muon capture measurements to obtain input for nuclear matrix element calculations 
relevant for double-beta decay

Additional test requests using the muX setup:
2s-1s measurements in muonic zinc: Access to atomic parity violation
Elemental analysis: Exploring the use of muons for elemental analysis (non-
destructive, possibility to select depth)
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Conclusions

Muonic atom spectroscopy is a 
powerful tool to study properties of 
nuclei (charge radius, quadrupole 
moment)

muX project developed method based 
on transfer reactions to perform 
measurements with microgram target 
material

Good progress towards measuring the 
charge radii of 226Ra and 248Cm
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muX collaboration
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Muonic atom spectroscopy

Nuclear polarisation is the 
dominating factor that in the end 
determines the accuracy of the 
extracted charge radius

Typically assumed uncertainty: 
10 - 30%

Nuclear excitation spectra 
important
Looking for theorists that want to 
tackle these calculations with 
modern methods
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Bergem et al., PRC 37, 2821 (1988)
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DAQ

Struck SIS3316 digitizer: 16 channel, 14 bit, 250 MHz 
Firmware for online pulse processing
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http://www.struck.de/sis3316.html

http://www.struck.de/sis3316.html
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Why atomic parity violation?

Running of the Weinberg angle as a function of momentum transfer
APV fixes the low momentum value
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Ra
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Possible New Physics

Possible new physics in the form of a new dark Z boson hides at low momentum!
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in Ref. [47], which takes mH! ¼ 150 GeV and includes
the small charm quark contribution, leading to a strong
constraint δ≲ 10−3 (except for a region near mZd

∼mπ).
A cancellation may occur between kinetic mixing

(ε term) and Z − Zd mass mixing (δ term). In that way,
the dark Z may be able to evade the K → πþ nothing
search constraints. While A is taken to be real, B is complex
due to U$

tdUts ≃ −ð3.36þ 1.35iÞ × 10−4 , and there can be
a cancellation between the A and the real part of B. A
complete cancellation is impossible because Im½B( ≠ 0 and
its contribution to BRðK! → π!ZdÞ must be smaller than
the experimental bound given in Ref. [54].
Figure 4(b) shows the maximum suppression of the

K → πþ nothing constraint, which can be shown to be
1.352=ð3.362 þ 1.352Þ≃ 1=7 . This corresponds to

δ ¼ ∓ε
AmZd

mZRe½B(
jBj2

(18)

≃!εð6.2Þ
ðmZd

=GeVÞ
X1

(19)

for a given X1 value (depending on mH!). It is interesting
to observe that constraints on ε and δ are both alleviated
for the destructive interference requirement.

VI. RUNNING OF THE WEAK MIXING ANGLE

In this section, we consider what type of experiments can
still test the dark Z when the searches for dilepton bump or
missing energy (especially, K → π + nothing search) miss
the signals due to the destructive interference effect dis-
cussed in the previous section.
The dark Z can still modify neutral current phenom-

enology in the low Q (momentum transfer) regime [47].
The effective value of the weak mixing angle is modified
forQ≲mZd

, which leaves the dark Z parity violating effect
still visible in low-energy experiments. As suggested in
Refs. [47,60], low Q2 polarized electron-scattering experi-
ments in progress or proposed at various facilities (includ-
ing JLab and MAMI at Mainz) are excellent probes of this
kind of low-energy new physics if Q2 ≲m2

Zd
. Another type

of low-energy test is atomic parity violation [67], which
requires precise understanding of the heavy atom physics.
The weak mixing angle shift by the dark Z is given in

Refs. [47,60] as

Δsin2θWðQ2Þ ¼ −εδ
mZ

mZd

sin θW cos θWfðQ2=m2
Zd
Þ; (20)

with fðQ2=m2
Zd
Þ¼1=ð1þQ2=m2

Zd
Þ (for polarized electron-

scattering experiments) and fðQ2=m2
Zd
Þ ∼ 1 (for atomic

parity violation of a heavy atom [68]). We use sin2 θW ¼
0.238, appropriate for low-energy physics.
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FIG. 5 (color online). X1 [65,66] as a function of the charged
Higgs mass with mt ¼ 163 GeV.
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FIG. 6 (color online). Running of the effective weak mixing angle, sin2 θWðQ2Þwith energy scaleQ. The solid (black) curve is the SM
prediction, and the shaded regions are predictions with a dark Z for given masses (a)mZd

¼ 50 MeV and (b)mZd
¼ 100, 200 MeV with

ε2 from the aμ green band in Fig. 1. BNL kaon decay constraints are applied. The red points and their error bars represent, respectively,
the averageQ and the anticipated sensitivities for JLab Moller, Mainz MESA (P2), and JLab Qweak. The results depend on the charged
Higgs mass, and mH! ¼ 160 GeV is used.

DAVOUDIASL, LEE, AND MARCIANO PHYSICAL REVIEW D 89, 095006 (2014)

095006-6

Davoudiasl, Lee, Marciano, Phys. Rev. D 89, 095006 (2014)
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Detection of APV

�91

Weak	Interaction	in	Atoms
Interference	of	EM	and	Weak	interactions

E1PNC = Kr Z3 Qw = Kr Z3 (- N + Z (1-4sin2 θW))

Atomic	Theory	
Measurement Heavy	System	

K. Jungmann, L. Willmann, Workshop  
on Muonic Atom Spectroscopy (2016)
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Benefit of Ra

Need reliable charge radius at <0.2% accuracy for atomic theory
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Relativistic coupled-cluster (CC) calculation of E1APV in Ra+

E1APV = 46.4(1.4) · 10-11 iea0 (−Qw/N)    (3% accuracy)

Other results:  

45.9 · 10-11 iea0 (−Qw/N)   (R. Pal et al., Phys. Rev. A 79, 062505 (2009), Dzuba et al., Phys Rev. A 63, 062101 (2001).)

Scaling	of	the	APV
increase	faster	than	Z3 (Bouchiat	&	Bouchiat,	1974)	

3
2/12/1 ZKnPHnS rW µ Kr relativistic enhancement factor

Atomic	Number

Z3
Ba+Sr+Ca+

Ra+
Z3Kr Ra+ effects 

larger by:
20  (Ba+) 
50  (Cs)

ª 5-fold improvement over Cs feasible in 1day

En
ha

nc
em

en
t

L.W. Wansbeek et al.,
Phys. Rev. A 78, 050501 

(2008)

K. Jungmann, L. Willmann, Workshop  
on Muonic Atom Spectroscopy (2016)
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Elemental analysis with negative muons

Elemental analysis with muonic x-rays
Depth profiling as a function of momentum
Proof-of-principle with stacks of foils

�93

Fig. 5. Photographs of the experiment setup. The picture on the left is the view from above and the picture on the right is from the side. The aerial picture shows the layout and angles of the
detectors to the sample. The side view shows a sample being held in place.

Fig. 6. This figure shows themomentum dependence of the X-ray emission. The lowest momentum shows just the Fe X-ray peaks and the highest shows just the Ag X-ray peaks, with Zn
and Cu at intermediate muon momentum. This data is from one detector only.

205A.D. Hillier et al. / Microchemical Journal 125 (2016) 203–207

Hillier et al.Measurements at ISIS

28.6 MeV/cFe

35 MeV/c

Fe

Ti
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Muonic cascade

Muonic cascade after transfer favors 
higher np-1s transitions

Experimentally confirmed for many low- 
and medium-Z atoms
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Figure 7: Population of states in % for zinc and (a) for the direct capture of the muon and (b)
for the transfer from muonic hydrogen. The explicit values of the first three levels
are given also in Tab. 1.
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Figure 7: Population of states in % for zinc and (a) for the direct capture of the muon and (b)
for the transfer from muonic hydrogen. The explicit values of the first three levels
are given also in Tab. 1.
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Direct capture on zinc

Transfer to zinc
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Muonic cascade

One publication that claims that 
enhancement is not seen in high-Z atoms

Troubling as would like to predict our yields
Additionally need to do a cascade 
calculation to predict the relative strengths of 
all the HFS states
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Volume 74A, number 1,2 PHYSICS LETTERS 29 October 1979

by atomic cascade modelswhere the initial angular
6

- 4 i-states for the newly formedpzY atoms. Bearing this/ ~ ~ 5 momentum distributions are weighted to different
2 in mind, it is clear that the spectra of figs. la and b

5- C
— — — r- -± ti-’, — -r — r indicate that the distributions of initial angular momen-

0
K~ K~ K~ K

0 K~ K~ tum states are similar for pXe atoms formed through
-~ ~ H H

-~ both process (1) and (2).b) C~6.
5~ (iii) In order to describe the dc-excitation of (pzY)*

4 ~ \

0 - — ~ ~ ~ atoms formed by the transfermechanism, improvedcascade models should include the effect of the atomico number of the capturing element, besides the depen-3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 350 450 dence on the formation channel. Experimental results
ML/3NC X-RAY ENERGY (MeV) MUONIC X-RAY ENERGY (4eV) on the K-line intensity ratios for intermediate atomic

Fig. 1. (a) and (b): Energy distributions of the muonic X-rays number pzY formed through process (1)would cer-
observed in the present measurements in the region correspond- tainly help to provide a more complete reference for
ing to the Lyman series of SUXe atoms. (a) (run 1): X5 spectrum these calculations.
from pXe atoms formed by direct muon stopping. (b) (run 2): (iv) The rates at which reactions (1) and (3) proceed
XMp spectrum from SUXe atoms formed via negative muon trans- and the muonic X-radiations released in these processes
fer from SUP atoms. The full lines are only drawn to guide the
eye. (c) and (d): Energy distributions of the muonic X-rays are different characteristics of the same transfer mecha-
observed in the region of the Lyman series of MA! atoms (from nism, and might be somewhat correlated. It is then inte-
ref [3]). (c): Xs spectrum from SUA1 atoms formed by direct resting to remark that, while it is for high-atomic num-
muon stopping. (d): X~pspectrum from MA! atoms formed ~ia ber elements that the transfer rates increase withZ [7]
negative muon transfer from SUP atoms.

(and also they become dependent on the mass [5] of
The XMP spectrum from pXe (see fig. ib) was de- the primary muonic atom), the opposite might well

tected stopping the negative muon beam in a gaseous be verified as far as regards the muon transfer effects
mixture of ultrapure hydrogen at 26 atm, contaminated on the line intensity ratios within the X~and XSUd
by 200 ppm of xenon (run 2), and collecting the de- radiations.
layed X-rays coming within an interval from 30 ns to
3 ps following the muon stopping time (at the present The authors are indebted to A. Sarti and G. Sicher
experimental conditions, reaction (1) (zY Xe) occurs for their continuous technical assistance, to the SC2
with an average transfer time of about 350 ns) [5]. machine staff for friendly collaboration, and to A.
As is seen from figs. la and b, the X5 and XMP Vacchi for his help during the runs. They also wish

Lyman spectra released from the de-exciting pXe atoms to thank E. Gabathuler and L. Monari for encouragement
look quite similar. In particular, no significant relative and support.
increase of the higher members of the K-series [1—3]
is verified for the ~ distribution withrespect to the [1] Yu.G. Budyashov, P.F. Ermo!ov, V.G. Zinov, A.D. Koninand A.I. Mukhin, Yad. Fiz. 5 (1967) 599 (english trans!.:
X~one. For comparison, the X~and XMP Lyman spec- Soy. I. Nuc!. Phys. 5 (1967) 426);
tra frompAl atoms (Z = 13) observed previously by G.Backenstoss et a!., Phys. Lett. 44A (1973) 447.
our group [3] are shown in figs. ic and d. From these [2] H.J. Pfeiffer, K. Springer and H. Daniel, Nuci. Phys. A254
figures, the following remarks can be outlined: (1975) 433.
(i) The marked effect [1—3]of the muon transfer [3] A. Bertin, F. Ferrari, I. Massa, M. Piccinini, G. VanniniandA. Vitale, Phys. Lett. 68A (i978) 201.

process (1) on the Lyman series of the pzY atoms is [4] A. Bertin, F. Ferrari, I. Massa, M. Pjccinini, G. Vannini
vanishing for a high-atomic number element like Xe. and A. Vitale, Phys. Lett. 72A (1979) 319.
This is the first experimental evidence of a strong de- [51 See, e.g., A. Bertin, M. Bruno, A. Vita!e, A. Placci and
pendence on Z of the K lines intensity ratios for trans- E. Zavattini, Phys. Rev. A7 (1973) 462.
fer-generated muonic atoms. [6] A.Bertin, I. Massa, M. Piccinini, A. Vacchi, G.Vanniniand A. Vitale, Phys. Lett. 78B (1978) 355.
(ii) K-series structure modifications like those re- [7] See, e.g., A. P!acci, E. Zavattini,A. Bertin and A.Vita!e,

ported in figs. ic and d for pAl can be reproduced [2] Nuovo Cimento 52A (1967) 1274; and references therein.

40

Xe

Xe

Al

Al

Direct

Transfer

Direct

Transfer

Bertin et al., Phys. Lett. 74A, 39 (1979)
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Measurements with noble gases

Performed measurements in pure Ar, Kr, Xe 
and corresponding mixtures with H2

Effect of enhanced np-1s clearly seen also 
in Xe

Detailed yields under investigation
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Figure 17: Summed energy spectra for the np� 1s transitions in muonic argon, krypton, and
xenon. Overlaid are the histograms normalized to incoming muons for the cases of
the pure noble gas and a mixture with hydrogen.
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Figure 17: Summed energy spectra for the np� 1s transitions in muonic argon, krypton, and
xenon. Overlaid are the histograms normalized to incoming muons for the cases of
the pure noble gas and a mixture with hydrogen.
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Transfer Probability in Gold
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Figure 13: Transfer probability in gold layers of various thicknesses as a function of dµ energy.
Calculated according to [15, 16].

During the course of the measurements with the ultra-thin targets described below we real-
ized that small variations in the thickness of the carbon fiber window required a readjustment
of the beam momentum by around 0.25 MeV/c. Once we were aware of this we reused always
the same window such that this adjustment was not necessary anymore. However, this shows
how sensitive the stopping distribution in the gas cell is to variations of the upstream material
budget and how important it is to have material at the end of the gas cell for which the muonic
X-rays are easily measurable and which thus allows to detect such changes.

5.3 Transfer to ultra-thin targets

In order to investigate the transfer to ultra-thin targets, we have performed a series of mea-
surements with di↵erent gold targets. We had a total of four gold targets that covered the
full 25 mm diameter such as shown in Fig. 4. Three of those were gold layers evaporated
onto a copper foil with thicknesses 50, 10 and 3 nm, while the fourth one was a 3 nm gold
layer evaporated onto a kapton foil. Comparing the copper and kapton backing we tried to
experimentally determine whether there is a significant backscattering e↵ect happening for dµ
atoms that did not transfer in the gold layer and thus penetrate the backing material.

We have calculated the transfer probabilities for the various gold layer thicknesses according
to [15, 16] and show the results in Fig. 13 as a function of energy. The simulation described in
the previous section also provides the energy spectrum of dµ atoms hitting the gold target. Due
to the stopping distribution being very close to the target the energy distribution is quite wide
with a large fraction of fully thermalized dµ atoms but also extending all the way to 45 eV.
The average kinetic energy is around 20 eV and strongly depends on deuterium concentration
and stopping position. The prediction for the transfer probability in the gold layers of 50, 10,
and 3 nm convoluted with the energy spectrum is 100, 71, and 31%, respectively.

The results of the measurements for the various targets employed are shown in Table 2. In
order to extract the transfer e�ciency ✏ we calculated

✏ =
N�

Nµ

1

✏trans✏detb
(1)

14
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Rosenbluth separation
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rp from e-p scattering: Rosenbluth separation
Cross section measurement
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Mott
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εG2
E(Q

2) + τG2
M (Q2)
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Point-like, s=1/2

GE(0) = 1 (charge)
GM (0) = µp (magnetic moment)

⟨r2p⟩ = −6!2
dGE(Q2)

dQ2
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∣

∣

Q2=0

extrapolation to Q2 → 0 required

A. Antognini, Physics of exotic atoms, Proton radius puzzle, ETH 26.04.2013 – p. 33
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Form factor
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The form factor

• For small |q⃗|2 we can expand the form factor as

F (q2) =
∫

eiq⃗x⃗ρ(x⃗) d3x

≈
∫ (

1 + iq⃗x⃗−
(q⃗x⃗)2

2
+ . . .

)

ρ(x⃗) d3x

= 1−
1

6
|q⃗|2 ⟨r2⟩+

1

24
|q⃗|4⟨r4⟩+ . . . → ⟨r2⟩ = 6

dF (q2)

dq2

∣
∣
∣
q2=0

A. Antognini, Physics of exotic atoms, Proton radius puzzle, ETH 26.04.2013 – p. 34
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2010 Mainz data: most accurate
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Summary of the 2010 Mainz data
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[Vanderhaegen and Walcher, ArXiv:1008.4225.]

World’s most accurate
data at low Q2

[Bernauer et al, PRL 105, 242001 (2010)]
rp = (0.879± 0.005stat ± 0.004sys. ± 0.005model) fm

A. Antognini, Physics of exotic atoms, Proton radius puzzle, ETH 26.04.2013 – p. 37
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Benefit from more absolute measurements
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=>	Modified	King	plot
When	data	for	at	least	3	isotopes	exists	(i.e stable	isotopes):
Ø Combine	absolute	radii	(transitions	in	muonic atoms	and/or	electron	scattering)	and	

isotope	shifts	in	optical	transitions	to	derive	more	precise	F	and	K_MS	values

100
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Isotope	
pair	A,	A’

Isotope	
pair	A,A’’
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A 

But	if	there	are	
fewer	stable	
isotopes	…
See	Na,	Mn,	Cu,	Ga	
…

M. Kowalska, Workshop on Muonic  
Atom Spectroscopy (2016)
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Instrumental line-shape analysis
Gaussian shape due to statistical fluctuations and electronic noise: 

Hypermet shape due to incomplete charge collection:  

Step-like shelf shape due to accumulation of Compton scattering and pair production 
effects: 

G(E) =
1

2πσ
exp (−

(E − m)2

2σ2 )

T(E) =
1

2 b
exp ( E − m

b
+

σ2

2b2 ) erfc ( E − m

2σ
+

σ

2b )

S(E) =
A
2

erfc ( E − m

2σ )
P(E) = Nsignal (fG G(E) + fT T(E) + S(E)) + B
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Total PDF in RooFit:


